Structural relatedness of plant food allergens with specific reference to cross-reactive allergens: an in silico analysis.
The body of sequence and structural information on allergens and the sequence analysis of whole plant genomes are facilitating the application of bioinformatic approaches to identifying and defining plant allergens. An in silico approach was used to quantify the distribution of plant food allergen sequences across protein families and to develop and apply a novel means of assessing conserved surface features important for IgE cross-reactivity. Plant food allergen sequences were classified into Pfam families on the basis of sequence homology. Contact surface areas of selected proteins were calculated with MOLMOL by using a 1.4-A probe, corrected by removing contributions from IgE inaccessible main chains and side chains forming the ligand binding sites. A set of 129 food allergen sequences were classified into only 20 of 3849 possible Pfam families, with 4 families accounting for more than 65% of food allergens. Structural bioinformatic analysis of conserved exterior main chains and amino acid side chains in cross-reactive homologues of Bet v 1 and nonspecific lipid transfer proteins showed higher levels of similarity than shown by simple sequence comparisons. Thus, 75% of the Mal d 1 surface is likely to bind anti-Bet v 1 antibodies, compared with a sequence identity of approximately 56%. Most plant food allergens belong to only 4 structural families, indicating that conserved structures and biological activities may play a role in determining or promoting allergenic properties. Structural bioinformatic analysis shows that conservation of 3-dimensional structure should be included in any assessment of potential IgE cross-reactivity in, for example, novel proteins.